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Abstract

In this paper we apply a probability density func-
tion (pdf) estimation-based adaptive blind criterion to the
problem of collision resolution in Slotted ALOHA (S-
ALOHA) protocol. The approach we follow is based on
the computation of the bit error rate through numerical
simulations. The performance of the proposal is compared
with other blind criteria and simulation results show its
good trade-off between performance and computational
complexity.

1. Introduction

In a previous work [1] we have presented a signal pro-
cessing blind criterion that was used for space- and space-
time processing. The same criterion can be used for blind
multiuser detection (MUD), or more specifically in the
case of this paper, for multipacket collision resolution
aiming to increase throughput in packet radio systems.

In particular we study the application of such an algo-
rithm in a mobile communication environment using the
Slotted ALOHA (S-ALOHA) protocol. In this case, the
multiuser detection approach can be thought as able to in-
troduce multipacket collision resolution into the standard
S-ALOHA protocol. This would reduce the overhead re-
quired by packet retransmissions what can increase the
number of collisions.

In [2] it is proposed, as a manner to improve the
throughput of a S-ALOHA network using antenna arrays,
the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion. Cav-
alcanti and Romano in [3] have proposed the use of a blind
criterion based on the classical constant modulus algo-
rithm (CMA), which achieves a high fraction of the op-
timal MMSE performance.

In this work we will use the same approach as in those

papers, that is, a semi-analytical approach, based on the
estimation via simulation of success transmission proba-
bilities. The simulation results are usual throughput ver-
sus offered load charts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sys-
tem model and S-ALOHA networks are described and a
brief review about the probability density function (pdf)
estimation-based is also done. Throughput of S-ALOHA
is reviewed before the simulation results presentation and,
finally, conclusions are stated in the last section.

2. System Model and Slotted ALOHA Networks

In the context of several users transmitting packets si-
multaneously, the transmitted signal for the considered S-
ALOHA system is given by

sk(t) =
L−1∑

n=0

√
Pkak(n)p(t − nT ), (1)

wherePk is the transmission power,ak(n) is the symbol
sequence of thek-th packet,p(t) is the transmission pulse
shape,T is the symbol interval andL is the packet length
in symbols. As we assume an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel withK simultaneous packets we
have, in a base-band model, for a particularm antenna the
following received signal:

xm(t) =

K∑

k=1

sk(t − τk)ejφk + vm(t), (2)

whereτk is the delay,φk is a random reception offset of
thek-th packet,v(t) is the AWGN process andK is the
number of transmitted packets.

Considering we are receiving the signal over an
isotropic antenna array, we have the following base-band



received signal in thek-th antenna given by:

xm(t) =

K∑

k=1

sk(t − τk)ejφkfm (θk) + vm(t), (3)

whereθk is the direction of arrival (DOA) of thek-th user
andfm (θk) is the array phase response (steering vector
component) in them-th antenna due to the DOA of the
k-th packet. We are here assuming that the angular spread
is small; this consideration implies reception of each user
from one main direction.

For a uniform linear antenna array with closely spaced
antennas, we have the array phase response, represented
using vectors by:

f (θk) =
[

f1 (θk) f2 (θk) · · · fM (θk)
]T

, (4)

whereM is the number of antennas and

fm (θk) = exp

(
j
2π (m − 1) d sin (θk)

λ

)
, (5)

whered is the inter-element spacing in the array andλ

is the carrier wavelength. We will assume in this work
that inter-spacing equal the half-carrier wavelength, thus,
d = λ

2 . This model corresponds to the Line-Of-Sight
(LOS) approach. When we consider the diversity (DIV)
approach each vectorfk is a random Rayleigh fading vec-
tor with independent entries.

If we take into account that the user’s delaysτk are mul-
tiples of the symbol intervalT and also a perfect synchro-
nization, we can use a discrete model for the received sig-
nal given by:

x(n) =

K∑

k=1

√
Pk · ak(n) · ejφk · f (θk) + v(n), (6)

wherev(n) is a vector of Gaussian processes with vari-
anceσ2

v .

For computational simplification reasons, this model
(synchronization of the packets) will be used in all sim-
ulations in this study when we use pure spatial processing
and flat fading. This hypothesis will be relaxed in the fu-
ture when inter-symbol interference and space-time pro-
cessing are considered.

In order to detect multiple users, a set of adaptive
weights (an adaptive filter) is used for each desired user.
This set of weights is denominatedbeamformerand we
can write the output for each beamformer at the time in-
stantn, denoted bywk(n), as:

yk(n) = wH
k (n)x(n) (7)

where we are denoting by the superscriptH the Hermitian
transposition.

3. Fitting Probability Density Function Criterion
(FPC)

In order to allow a clear and easier understanding about
the application of proposed criterion to S-ALOHA we re-
call here the development and derivation of the criterion
and algorithm proposed in [1].

The criterion is based on the estimation of the pdf on
an ideally recovered signal through a parametric model,
which fits the system order. The criterion consists then,
on the minimization of the divergence between the two
considered functions (ideal pdf and parametric model) us-
ing the well-knownKullback-Leibler divergence(KLD).
The KLD has the following function:

DpY ,ideal(y)‖Φ(y) =

∞∫

−∞

pY ,ideal(y) · ln

(
pY,ideal(y)

Φ(y)

)
dy,

(8)
where the functionΦ(y) is the parametric model to the pdf
of the instantaneous outputs, that is, a function that is able
to represent the behavior of thepY,ideal(y). This fact have
motivated us to choose the same structure with a mixture
of Gaussians with means equal to the alphabet modulation
symbols:

Φ(y) =
1√
2πσ2

r︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

S∑

i=1

exp

(
−

∣∣wH(n)x(n) − ai

∣∣2

2σ2
r

)
.

(9)

We consider as cost function the minimization of the
KLD term that isw dependent, thus we have as our crite-
rion the following expression:

J(w) = −

∞∫

−∞

pY ,ideal(y) · ln (Φ(y))dy

= −E {ln (Φ(y))}

= −E

{
ln

[
A ·

S∑

i=1

exp

(
−
|y − ai|

2

2σ2
r

)]}
,

(10)

whereS is the cardinality of the transmitted alphabet.

We have called this criterionFitting pdf Criterion
(FPC) and represented it byJFPC(w).



A stochastic version for filter adaptation is given by:

∇JFP(w(n)) =

S∑
i=1

exp
(
− |y(n)−ai|

2

2σ2
r

)
(y(n) − ai)

σ2
r ·

S∑
i=1

exp
(
− |y(n)−ai|

2

2σ2
r

) x∗

w(n + 1) = w(n) − µ∇JFP(w) ,
(11)

whereµ is the step size of the algorithm.

The adaptive algorithm which uses the proposed crite-
rion will be calledFitting pdf Algorithm (FPA). Equation
(11) shows an important property of the algorithm, it takes
into account the phase of the transmitted symbols.

Based on the approach proposed in [4], we have used
the criterion of explicit decorrelation of beamformers out-
puts for constructing the cost function for themulti-user
FPC (MU-FPC). We have then obtained the following
MIMO criterion:

JMU-FPC(wk) = JFPC(wk) + γ

K∑

i=1

K∑

j=1
j 6=i

|rij |
2
, (12)

whereγ is the decorrelation weight.

Further, we have used an adaptive decorrelation pro-
cedure for theγ parameter as proposed in [5] in order
to increase convergence rate and decrease steady-state er-
ror. The adaptation procedure of the algorithm for thek-th
user is then:

wk(n + 1) = wk(n) − µw∇JFP(wk)

− γ(n)
K∑

i=1
i6=k

r̂ik(n)pi(n), (13)

wherer̂ik(n) is the(i, k) element of matrixRyy(n) and
pi(n) is thei-th column of matrixP(n), which are com-
puted as:

Ryy(n + 1) = αRyy(n) + (1 − α)y(n)yH(n)

P(n + 1) = αP(n) + (1 − α)x(n)yH(n),
(14)

whereα is a forgetting factor. To update the decorrela-
tion weight we have used the following adaptive proce-
dure proposed in [5]:

rk(n) =
1

K − 1

K∑

i=1
i6=k

|r̂ik|
2

γ(n) = tanh [rk(n)]

(15)

4. Throughput of S-ALOHA Packet Radio

This section is devoted to review some results from the
literature concerning the estimation of throughput in S-
ALOHA systems.

As previously stated, in S-ALOHA systems, users try
to access the base station sending packets whenever they
want in pre-defined time-slot. For each received packet,
which is demodulated and checked for errors, the base
station sends an acknowledgement after the correct de-
tection. When the sender does not receive such an ac-
knowledgement the packet is retransmitted after a delay.
Packet discard is usually assumed due to collisions, in-
creasing the retransmission overhead. In order to allow
full-duplex operation, acknowledgements are done in dif-
ferent frequencies.

Then the throughput of conventional S-ALOHA sys-
tems is given by:

S(G) = G · exp (−G) (16)

whereG is the offered load in packets/slot. The maximum
throughput in (16) is about 0.36 packets/slot [6].

One important issue with S-ALOHA systems is stabil-
ity. With an infinite user population the system is stable
up to a certain offered load. Otherwise it is possible that
the number of retransmissions grows indefinitely bringing
instability to the system.

In [7] a controlled S-ALOHA system is proposed which
allows for increased throughput without bringing insta-
bility. Such control is based on monitoring the level of
requests of packet retransmissions. For this controlled
S-ALOHA system, and considering Poisson-distributed
packet arrivals, with an offered load ofG packets/slot, it
is shown in [7] that the throughput is given by:

S(G) = exp(−G) ·

∞∑

m=1

Gm

m!
Cm (17)

whereCm =
m∑

k=1

k · P (k|m) is the average number of

packet successes given thatm packets were transmitted,
andP (k|m) is the probability of receivingk correct pack-
ets given thatm packets were transmitted. We can gener-
alize this approach to the antenna array case as [2]:

S(G) = exp(−G) ·

M+δ∑

m=1

Gm

m!
Cm|M (18)

whereCm|M =
m∑

k=1

k · P (k|m,M) is the average num-

ber of packet successes given thatm packets were trans-



mitted when the antenna array hasM elements. In this
case,P (k|m,M) is the probability of receivingk correct
packets given thatm packets were transmitted and anM -
element antenna array was employed as receiver.δ is set
when the gain in throughput obtained by including further
packets in the system is negligible.

The number of terms in the summation in (18) depends
on the number of resolvable signals. In [2] no successful
transmission was considered possible withK > M , that
is, when there are more packets being detected than the
resolution capacity of the array. In this case, form > M ,
we haveP (k|m,M) or δ = 0 in (18).

In this work, we follow the same approach used in [3]
where bit error measurements are used for deriving suc-
cess probabilities. This allows relaxing the hypothesis
used in [2] and it allows the assessment of an actual adap-
tive algorithm performance.

5. Simulations

In this section it is presented the throughput of S-
ALOHA based on simulated success probabilities ob-
tained with the following algorithms: MMSE, FMU-
CMA and MU-FPA. Simulation parameters are:M = 8
antennas in a uniform linear array,L = 500 QPSK sym-
bols, SNR = 20 dB and,α = 0.97. An 180◦ cell-sector
with spatially uniform distributed users is considered for
the LOS scenario and 200 independent packet transmis-
sions per user are provided for success probability estima-
tion. Other assumptions concern negligible propagation
delays when compared to the symbol interval and a per-
fect power control in the LOS case.

As pointed out before, success probabilities are evalu-
ated in (18) up toM + δ transmitted packets. In our, case
we have chosenδ = 4 as shown in [3] to be the best choice
when 8 antenna elements are used in the array.

Figure 1 shows the probabilities of full transmission ef-
ficiency, which corresponds toP (K|K,M) as the func-
tion of K, for all considered algorithms in diversity (DIV)
and line-of-sight (LOS) modes. We can observe that the
blind algorithms reach a lower probability than the MMSE
solution.

Figures 2 and 3 show the S-ALOHA throughput for the
different algorithms in DIV and LOS modes compared
with the standard S-ALOHA. As expected, MMSE has
the maximum throughput followed by the FMU-CMA and
MU-FPA, respectively, which can attain a high fraction of
the MMSE solution gain. Again, the proposed MU-FPA is
capable of achieving this high fraction of the optimal the-

oretical performance without training sequences and with
significantly lower complexity than FMU-CMA.
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Figure 1: Probability of Full Efficiency for MMSE and
Blind Algorithms (M = 8 antennas).
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Figure 2: Throughput Results for Diversity Scenario
(M = 8 antennas).

6. Conclusions

This work has covered some aspects of the usage of
blind algorithms for collision resolution in S-ALOHA net-
works with antenna arrays. Our proposed blind algorithm,
the MU-FPA, is employed and compared with the MMSE
solution and a CMA-based algorithm, the FMU-CMA.
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Figure 3: Throughput Results for Line-of-Sight Scenario
(M = 8 antennas).

We concluded that, in both investigated scenarios (di-
versity and line-of-sight) that the blind algorithms attain a
high fraction of the optimal MMSE solution. Further, the
performance is degraded when the number of packages
approaches the number of antennas for all algorithms.
Such degradation occurs in different levels depending on
the employed scenario (DIV or LOS). An important point
to be stressed is the lower computational complexity of
the MU-FPA that makes an interesting option since its
throughput is essentially the same as of FMU-CMA.

Concerning the lower performance of the MU-FPA we
are still working on an adaptive version for continuous
adaptation of theσ2

r parameter (see equation (10)) that can
improve the performance. Another front that we intend to
explore is the application in practical random access chan-
nels such as on the RACH channels of proposed WCDMA

systems. Further, it is necessary to extend the studies
here presented to the more general case of inter-symbol
interference-limited channels with space-time processing.
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